Emerging kinetics of BCR-ABL1 mutations and their effect on disease outcomes in chronic myeloid leukemia patients with imatinib failure.
Some chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) patients treated with tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) do not respond or relapse. BCR-ABL1 mutations are the principal cause of TKI resistance, but the kinetics of emerging mutations in CML patients treated with imatinib remain to be determined. To investigate the emergence dynamics of mutations and their effects on outcomes, we conducted a systematically longitudinal study of BCR-ABL1 mutation dynamics during TKI therapy. Seminested polymerase chain reaction followed by denaturing high-performance liquid chromatography with sequence confirmation were used to detect BCR-ABL1 mutations in 202 CML patients with imatinib resistance at different CML phases. We detected 68 mutations in 58 imatinib-failure patients. Mutations were present in 27.6% of patients who failed front-line imatinib therapy and in 68.1% with advanced disease. Mutations were not detected in patients before commencing imatinib treatment. Pyrosequencing was then used to quantitatively monitor the mutant levels sequentially and also traced back for their earlier appearance. The mutants differed in rapidity of emergence which appeared to arise in different time frame as well as in speed of rising mutant levels. In the 78 front-line imatinib-failure patients, mutation positive patients had significantly higher risk of disease progression or relapse and inferior progression-free survival compared to those without mutations (p=0.006). Our study demonstrates kinetics of different BCR-ABL1 mutant emergence and an association between BCR-ABL1 mutations and disease progression.